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Abstracl - This paper presents a brief introduction about
text-to-spcech (TTS) systems, its main structure and
alternatíves. In a more specific way, it was developed three
algorithms of a system that automatic reads numbers. Each
algorithm hás its own functions and its own way to
approach the problem. The algorithms have been
programmed using Matiab sofhvare. The audio signals have
been recorded and edited using Praat software. Finally a
perceptual evaluation was made on each algorithm and was
assigned a rating to each one. Generally, thc MOS gives a
very good levei ofclassification for the three algorithms.

Index Terms - Automatic reading, numbers, text to speech
system, TTS, numbers to speech.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of times that the man feels the
need to express themselves and communicate. The
language allows man to structure their thought, their
feelings, record what he knows and communicate that to
everybody. It is a skill that can be expressed in various
ways, such as drawing, writing, reading, or even by
emotions. But a specific case is the numbers. Numbers
are used for everything and by everyone. A phone
number, the age, a date, hours, a monetary quantity, a zip
code, a car registration are some of the must common
examples that we ordinary deal day by day. Thus it's só
important to have some system or program that can read
numbers automatically to be used in some applications.
For example, an interface with a PC using speech
interface is very helpful for blind person or a deaf mute
person interaction, but also for severa! other applications.

Speech synthesis is the artificial production ofhuman
speech. A computer system used for this purpose is called
a speech synthesizer, an d can be implemented in software
or hardware products. A text-to-speech (TTS) system
converts normal language text into speech; other systems
render symbolic linguistic representations like phonetic
transcriptions into speech [1-3].

Basically, synthesized speech can be created by
concatenating segments of recorded/synthesized speech
that are stored in a database itself of their parameters.
Systems differ in the size ofthe stored speech segment
units. A system that stores phones or di-phones provides
the largest output range of sounds, but may lose some
quality. For specific usage domains, the storage ofentire
words or sentences allows for high-quality output [4-5].
Altematively, a synthesizer can incorporate a model of
the vocal tract and other human voice characteristics to

create a completely "synthetic" voice output [6-7].
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The qual ity of a speecli synthesizer is judged by its
similarity to the human voice and by its ability to be
understood [5]. An intelligible text-to-speech program
allows people with visual impairments or reading
disabilities to listen to written works on a home computer
[4]. Many computer operating systems have included
speech synthesizers sincethe early 1990s.

A. Text-To-Speech systems

Systems capable ofcreating voices through the text are
commonly referred by the abbreviation TTS (Text-To-
Speech). Currently there is a variety of this type of
systems, from business applications to other developed
for educational purposes. A complete TTS system is
divided into two parts, the linguistic-prosodic processing
and the acoustic processing [4-5], as depicted in Fig. l.

The text is the input of the TTS system, then in the
Linguistic-Prosodic module several task take place, such
the text pre-processing used for converting numbers,
abbreviations, acronyms and other characters into text to
be processed by the linguistic sub-module. The linguistic
sub-module converts text morphemes into phonemes at
the segmentai levei, identifies several information chunks
such phrases, paragraphs, words, syllables and phonemes.
Some advanced linguistic modules also perform a
syntactic and/or grammatical analysis if the
correspondent parser is available [4-5]. The prosodic sub-
module processes at the supra-segmental levei and inseris
prosodic information such the phrasing organization,
phrase focus and word focus converting this information
into prosodic acoustic parameters such Fundamental
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Frequency (FO), timing, and sometimes also intensity.
The identification and modulation of prosody is a hard
task. For timing modulation several models have been
used, such the Z-score model [8], Barbosa & Bailly
model [9], or models based on Artificial Neural Networks
[10]. FO is the perceptually most important acoustic
parameters to convey prosody. Several models/techniques
have been studied to model this parameters such the
Fujisaki model [10-11], the ToBl (Tone and Break
índices) model [12], the tilt model [13] or the INTSINT
(INternational Transcription System for TNTonation)
[14].

The acoustic processing module produces the acoustic
speech signal corresponding to the sequence ofphonemes
and with the prosody modelled in previous processíng
blocks. Several methods were been used since the Klatt
formant model [15], the LPC family models been the
Residual Excitation Linear Prediction RELP the most
acceptable in quality but no longer in use, the sinusoidal
model [16] also obsolete, the PSOLA models been the
Time Domain PSOSA the most common [17], the
concatenation model still with good quality actually, the
articulatory models [18] very heavy and not in use, the
selection ofunits [19] model with very good quality and
the HMM [20] model that were very promising.

The most important qualities of a speech synthesis
system are naturalness and intelligibility. Naturalness
describes how closely the output sounds like human
speech, while intelligibility is the ease with which the
output is understood. The ideal speech synthesizer is both
natural and intelligible. Speech synthesis systems usually
try to maximize both characteristics.

B. Objetives ofthe work
Usually the number appears inside a text as a sequence

of numerais that should be converted to a text for the TTS
read this text. Anyhow the way this conversion should be
made depended on what the number is. The conversion of
a telephone number must be different than the conversion
of an amount of money, for instance. In the case of the
telephone number it is more appropriate to convert digit
by digit but the amount must be converted as a whole
number. Also the prosody must be appropriated for each
case. The telephone number typically can be read as a
sequence ofgroups of3 digits.

Therefore the type ofnumber must be identified to be
correctly converted and read. Actually there are the
following important tasks concerning the numbers
conversion that must be taken into consideration:

l. Identification ofthe type ofnumber;
2. Conversion of the numeric characters to text or

some symbolic representation of the
corresponding text;

3. Synthesis ofthe corresponding text.
The objective of this work consists in make the

conversion and synthesis of universal numbers from O to
l billion (IO9).

In this paper we are presenting three different
algorithms, each one with its own structure, fünctions and
characteristics, but with the same purpose, the automatic
identification ofnumbers and the respective reproduction,

from O to 10 . The synthesis used for this specific purpose
consists in the concatenation ofrecorded segments.

In this particular case the system was developed for the
European Porftjguese Language. Basically, the present
automatic system of reading numbers, starts by read the
numbers infroduced by the user and proceeds to its
identification or in which group the number belong, units,
dozens, hundreds, thousands, dozens of thousands,
hundreds of thousands, millions, dozens of millions,
hundreds ofmillions. After that, it is needed to make the
concatenation of the speech sound corresponding to the
number. If it is necessary, the particle "e = and" are
added.

II. DATABASE OF SOUNDS

The synthesis of the identified number consists in a
simple concatenation of the corresponding digits and
particles.

The database of sounds consists in the speech of each
digit in difíerent positions and the particles.

To build the database of sounds the cutting of each
segment is crucial to obtain a better quality both at
segmentai and supra-segmental leveis because no
prosody processing will be used.

The Praat software [21] was used to record and editing
ofthe speech sounds.

The prosody of a digit is significantly different in
length and in intonation depending on the position ofthe
digit in the number, therefore differení intonations,
depending of the positions of the digit, are needed.
Consequently, two different sounds for the same digit
were recorded. One will be used at middle positions of
entire number and the other only at the final position.

The sound used at middle position have a lower
duration than the other and it must be cut só that the
intensity and the pitch don't decrease because it will be
proceeded by another sound that could be another number
or units like million or a particle "e"= "and". Fig. 2
shows the cut of the word "cem" correspondent to the
"100". In the figure the top plot presents the acoustic
wave form and the lower picture shows the spectrogram
ofthe waveform in a black and white color pallet, with a
red dots the estimated frequency formants and with
yellow line the fundamental frequency (FO).

The same sound segment (100) in a final position is
presented in Fig. 3. This segment is used also for the
number alone that actually is also a segment in a final
position. The segment in a final position is naturally a
longer sound (for the example of Fig. 3 it hás 421 ms
long and the one ofFig. 2 it hás only 163 ms long). Also
the FO denotes a decrease at the end of the segment that
gives the information to the listener that this is the last
digit ofthe number.
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Figure 2. Cut ofthe number 100 "cem" recorded sound used at a
middle position.
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Figure 3. Cut ofthe number 100 "cem" recorded sound used at a
final position.

Concatenative synthesis is based on the concatenation
ofsegments ofrecorded speech. Generally, concatenative
synthesis of long segments produces the most natural-
sounding synthesized speech because no changes in the
sounds are needed. This is the principies beyond the unit
selection synthesis method [19]. However, differences in
the phase or in the magnitude ofthe acoustic wave ofthe
concatenated sounds due to the segmentation of the
sounds sometimes result in audible glitches on the output.
There are three main sub-types of concatenative
synthesis.

In this work the Time-Domain specific synthesis is
used. It concatenates pre-recorded words and numbers to
create complete utterances. It is used in applications
where the variety oftexts to be produced is limited to a
particular domain, like transit schedule announcements or
weather reports. The technology is very simple to
implement, and hás been in commercial use for a long
time, in devices like talking clocks and calculators. The
levei of naturalness of these systems can be very high
because the variety of sentence types is limited, and they
closely match the prosody and intonation ofthe original
recordings.

Because these systems are limited by the words and
phrases in their databases, they are not general-purpose
and can only synthesize the combinations of words and

nun-ibers with which they have been pre-programmed.
The blending of words within naturally spoken language
however can still cause problems unless the many
variations are taken into account. This altemation cannot

be reproduced by a simple word-concatenation system,
which would require additional complexity to be context-
sensitive.

m. PRESENTATION OF .I'HE ALGORITHMS

In this section the three developed algorithms are
presented.

A. Algorithm l

This algorithm was created and developed at "Matlab"
software to reproduce numbers up to nine digits
(inclusive) and mobile phone numbers of Portugal (with
nine digits). It is based on a sequence of"if conditíons in
various fanctions for different size numbers.

For start, the database of speech digit sounds was
recorded containing the essential sounds like base
numbers, units and particles. This speech files only will
be charged to the memory of the program when they are
needed.

The main fünction starts by creating an empty vector
that will receive the segments to be concatenated and
finally send to loudspeaker as the output. Then converts
the number introduced by the user to a string and
determines the size and the position of each digit to be
later associated to the respective file of the database. If
the number hás nine digits and starts with 91, 92, 93 or 96
it will ask the user if the number is a mobile phone
number.

For the other numbers, a íünction dependent ofthe size
and position ofthe digit is called. This fúnction will insert
the speech segment in the vector. Each position hás a
Matlab íunction that will read the respective wave file for
each base number. Since each number hás two records for

last position and middle position, the position will define
the file to be read. Tliis allows giving different
intonations depending ofthe position ofeach number.

The particle "e" = "and" and the words "mil" -
"thousands" or "milhões" = "millions" are inserted

according to the respective position. In Portuguese the
word "hundreds" are not added because it is pronounced
in a single word. For instance, 500 is only one word
"quinhentos" and not "five"+"hundreds".

For phone numbers the process is similar, but each
digit will be reproduced as a single units. Analyzing each
position it is added to the vector the correspondent digit.
The way is reproduced is simple, starting fi-om left to
right, the first two digits are read in one group, after the
following three digits are together in another group, then
the next two digits, and finally the last two digits. The last
digit ofeach group is reproduced using the final position
version of the digit. Like the other type of numbers the
sounds vector is reproduced at once.

Fig. 4 presents the general flowchart ofthis algorithm.
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Figure 4. Flowchart ofthe Algorithm l

B. Algorithm 2

This algorithm was implemented at the Matlab
software to reproduce numbers up to 999999999.

The algorithm was constituted by two fünctions. The
first fünction was required to place conditions needed to
reproduce numbers and the connections needed to
reproduce correctly ali digits. The second function is
basically to select and load the acoustic file required. Tn
this fünction it is verified ifthe digit is terminal or not, if
the number is terminal it loads the terminal digit recorded
initially, ifnot it loads the middle position digit.
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Figure 5. Flovvchart ofthe Algorithm 2.

After insert a number, this number will be converted to
string. With the string, it is easier to determine the length
of this number. From here this algorithm will associate
the digits to the variables (DgD^ DsDsDA QJ^O})
according to their position and to the length of the
number. Each group (D9DgD7), (DsD5D4) and (DsDzDi) is
defíned as belonging to the millions, thousands or units
respectively. The group of digits is sent to the íünction
that will 'read' the 'hundreds' (lecentenas). In the
condition of the millions, there is other condition to
indicate when the algorithm will insert the word "milhão"
(million) or "milhões" millions. In the second function,
he can also, veriíy if the number to load is terminal or
not, in other words, it 'sees' when and what number are
in the last position.

After that, the values will be passed to the vector, this
means that vector receives the values given by the
fanction 'lecentenas' and the elements/particles needed to
connect the numbers ('e', 'milhões' and others). Only
required sounds will be loaded to the computer memory.

Fig. 5 presents the general flowchart ofthis algorithm.

c. Algorithm 3

This algorithm was been developed and implemented
in Matlab software to read numbers fi-om one digit to nine
digits (O - 999 999 999). It is based on a set ofconditions.
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There is a main fünction that calls others fünctions as

they are needed.
At the beginning, the database was recorded according

to previous section II. After that, the sounds will be
associated to the respective variable, and charged only
when they are called.

The main íunction gets the number from the user and
creates an empty vector that will be filled with the
sequence ofnumbers that will be reproduced.

To determine the size ofthe number and the position of
each digit, the number is converted to a string and ali
positions are associated into the variables.

Depending on the size of the number, the respective
function is called. The âinction will compare the digit in
each positíon with the respectíve variable, and read the
corresponding sound, veriíy ali the required conditions to
add the particle "e" when it is needed and the units
"thousand". "million" or "millions" are also added. The

vector is filled with the sequence of sounds to be
reproduced at once avoiding pauses between digits.

To improve the prosody, al] the digits hás two types of
records, difFerentiated by their position, ifthey are in the
middle ofthe number or the final position, according to
description made in section II.

Fig. 6 presents the general flowchart ofthis algorithm.

IV. RESULTS
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Figure 6. Flowchart of lhe Algorithm 3.

A perceptual test was performed in order to measure
the accepted quality of each algorithm. A mean opinion
score (MOS) test was used with a scale from l (very bad)
to 5 (excellent). A total number of seventeen (17)
subjects were asked to evaluate each one of the fifteen
(15) reproduction of a random numbers between O and
999999999.

The score were given by the quality of sound, audio
perception and correct reproduction.

After statistical analysis of the MOS the results are
showed at Table I.

Ali tested numbers had been reproduced correctly
without processing errors.

It is possible to verify from table I that the results are
similar to the three algorithms and with general levei of
very good quality. Anyhow the prosody was not perfect.

Fig. 7 shows the average ratíngs of algorithm l. It can
be noticed a small variations between 3. 8 and 4, 6 points.

Fig. 8 shows the same plot for algorithm 2. At this case
the average ratings is between 3, 75 and 4,30 points.

Finally, Fig. 9 displays the MOS for the 15 subject for
algorithm 3. Now the MOS varies between 3, 80 and 4,50
points.

TABLEI
Results of ali ratings

Average ofpoints to algorithm l 4, 20

Median ofpoints to algorithm l 4, 00

Variance ofpoints to algorithm l 0, 64

Standard deviation ofpoints to algorithm l 0, 80

Averageofpointstoalgorithm2 4, 07

Median ofpoints to algorithm 2 4, 00

Variance ofpointstoalgorithm2 0, 74

Standard deviation ofpoints to algorithm 2 0, 86

Average of points to a1 gorithm 3 4, 16

Median ofpoints to algorithm 3 4, 00

Variance ofpoints to algorithm 3 0, 64

Standard deviation ofpoints to algorithm 3 0, 80

Average ofpoints to ali algorithms 4, 15

Median ofpoints to ali algorithms 4, 00

Variance ofpoints to al) algorithms 0,67

Standard deviation ofpoints to ali algorithms 0, 82^
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CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents three algorithms developed and
implemented in Matlab software to reproduce numbers
until 10" and mobile phone numbers of Portugal. Despite
the small differences between them the results of a
perceptual test gives a MOS at very good levei. The
algorithm number l received a relatively higher MOS
(4.2).

For the synthesis systems it's important begin with
good quality of the recorded sounds and with precise
cuts, otherwise it will no longer provide good results. The
speaker must have a clear voice and nice diction.

The algorithms need to take into consideration various
specific numbers to insert ali necessary conditions for a
perfect reproduction. Not less important is that the
reproduction occurs only once to avoid pauses between
the digits, units and particles.

Improvement of the sensitized speech system can be
achieved introducing some prosodic modifications. This
allows the listeners, for example, recognize what is the
last digit ofthe number.

The system will continue with development in order to
recognize difFerent types of numbers like dates, hours,
personal identification numbers, bank balances along
others. Also the reproduction of math equations or math
operations is a task that already received some attention
by other researchers [22-23].
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